Case Study

Leading Global Healthcare Firm
Uses Secberus to Migrate, Manage and
Scale Cloud Security With Confidence
Discover how Secberus is helping a leading healthcare company manage and scale cloud security.

The Requirements

Why They Chose Secberus

This leading global healthcare company’s mission is to
improve the quality of human life through healthcare.
As a cloud-forward enterprise, the company understands the importance of partnering with innovative
cloud services providers. So when the healthcare firm
needed a dynamic security solution to help migrate
1,200 legacy applications to the cloud, Secberus’s
adaptable security platform came to mind.

In order to meet the needs of their cloud-first environment, the healthcare firm needed to become
more agile and flexible—two qualities most people
do not associate with legacy systems. They quickly
realized that Secberus’s capabilities would enable
their infrastructure owners and developers to understand and mitigate misconfigurations faster, which
would get security “out of the way” of the business
and put it to work for the business instead.

The healthcare company needed a solution that
would empower them to migrate the apps with minimal risk, as quickly as possible. It also wanted to create a best-in-breed security architecture that could
act as a landing zone where relevant teams could
fix defects, bugs and misconfigurations in real time.

In other words, with Secberus at the center of the
healthcare firm’s cloud migration, security can
actually hasten the ability of application owners and
developers to understand what and where the real
risks are. This insight empowers them to focus on
building and fixing rather than guessing and plugging.
The VP of Security Architecture emphasized that
the healthcare firm was looking for a businessfocused security process that could work across
all environments, leverage automation, and provide
infrastructure owners with the visibility they need to
take action the same day, if not the same minute. In
other words, both insight and the power to act must
be in the hands of the infrastructure owner—rather
than making them wait to receive a list or a report.
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Goals
As this relationship progresses,
the healthcare firm will be able to
quickly respond to key questions:

The Outcome:
Confident Decisions in Real Time
Having the answers it needs to make confident
decisions in real time will allow the company to
tackle its most pressing issues rather than wasting
resources chasing issues that do not have significant
business impact.
So far, the VP of Security Architecture at this healthcare
firm has been impressed with Secberus’s ease of
deployability. As he says, “If I’m only 50% licensed;
I’m only 50% secure – or less.” Having an easy, cloudfriendly pricing model as well as a “plays nice with
others” integration philosophy makes implementing
Secberus a smart and enjoyable experience.

01. Is our environment secure?

02. Are we doing what’s best for the
business and right for security?

“

Secberus has lifted a big
weight off our shoulders in
giving me and my security
team the ability to know
how to do what’s best for
the business and what’s
right by security--quickly
and confidently.”
– VP of Security Architecture,
Leading Healthcare Company

Want to explore how cloud governance can help your business thrive?
Let’s talk.
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